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I hoped economics would give me a way to describe 
and predict human behaviour through mathematical 

tools;  … after semesters of study, I had mathematical 
tools; but all the people whose behaviour I wanted to 

study had disappeared from the scene

When economics students are asked about the 
economy, their reasoning is no different from the 

wisdom of taxi drivers, and sometimes a bit less well 
informed

What we teach in economics today determines what 
people think tomorrow, it’s the analysis of tomorrow, 
it’s the policy advice of tomorrow, it’s the political 
discourse of tomorrow. We can’t just ignore this and 
think it’s just a little academic game. It matters.
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Economics teaching in trouble



Economics is hard, boring and unrelated to the 
questions we want to answer

Teaching a standard principles course is easy 
but student engagement is poor and the 

content does not reflect advances in 
economics and the way we do research

Economics graduates are technically 
competent but unable to relate their 

knowledge to other team members or apply it 
to problems
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• Researchers and teachers from around the world – from 
Colombia to Bangalore, from Sciences Po to Columbia 
University

• United by the goal of creating high quality open access 
resources to bring to students the best of economics

• Enabling them to engage in evaluation and debates on 
the pressing public policy issues of today
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In this video, Nobel laureate James Heckman and Thomas Piketty explain how collecting data has 

been fundamental to their work on inequality and the policies to reduce it. 

Teaching the tools of economics – motivated & disciplined by facts



Does it work? UCL replaced ‘ECON101’ by CORE for all BSc Econ students in 2014

Examination results in 2016 of the first CORE cohort in their  conventional second year intermediate micro and 
macro exams: 
Comparison of first CORE cohort (n=269) with last non-CORE cohort (n=288)
Students who had studied CORE (the black bars) performed better in intermediate micro & macro

First class (distinction) ………………………Fail First class (distinction) ………………………Fail



Just better 
students that 
year?
What could 
explain this?



The firm: demand and 

iso-profit curves

Strategic interaction: 

mutual gains and 

their distribution

Why does it work? Teaching the tools of economics – feasible sets and preferences 
– motivated by and applied to real problems in the world

Working hours: cross-country 

differences

Selfish and altruistic 

preferences

The macroeconomic 

policy maker



Provide context – a 

century of decline in 

work hours …

Motivate 

income and 

substitution 

effects

Back to the 

data …

The theory 

… and cross-country evidence



Why does it work? Developing mathematical understanding in the context of 
economic problems



Motivation and role models



What is the most pressing issue that economists today 

should address?



U. de los Andes, Bogota… 

Universidad de los Andes Bogota October 2016

UCL 1st year students 

Day 1 of term 2016

What is the most pressing issue that economists today should address?



New graduate recruits Bank of England, Tuesday 27th September 2016



• A paradigm according to Kuhn is what is taught to good undergraduates 

• It emerges when researchers have stopped using the previous benchmark model

• New real-world problems sometimes instigate new paradigms in economics
• e.g. the  Great Depression and the “Keynesian revolution”

• And these new paradigms are eventually codified in a new textbook.
• e.g. the “Keynesian revolution” and Samuelson 1948

• Earlier paradigm setting texts: Marshall 1890, Mill 1848

• The basic content and method of the top intro economics textbooks has changed little in the half 
century since Samuelson. 

• CORE represents a new paradigm based on different first principles and addressed to today’s 
economic challenges. 

Problems, paradigms and texts 



A paradigm in economics has to take a position on

• What the economy is

• What people are like

• How we interact in the 
economy

• The economic outcomes of 
these interactions

• How these are to be 
evaluated

• How they may be improved 
by public policy



A paradigm in economics has to take a position on

Benchmark Econ 101 CORE, and contemporary economics

• What the economy is Static, self-
contained system

• What people are like Homo economicus

• How we interact in the 
economy

Perfectly 
competitive markets

• The economic outcomes of 
these interactions

Static and ‘optimal’

• How these are to be 
evaluated

Unexploited mutual 
gains

• How they may be improved 
by public policy

Limited to narrowly 
defined market 
failures

We’ll fill in the right hand column. ..  But first:  

How would a benchmark model look if the 
course began a little differently from the usual?







One of the first figures the student sees in CORE (and can manipulate)
The distribution of income in the world. Height of the bars is the gross domestic income per 
capita (measured in purchasing power parity dollars) of the population decile indicated 

1980

https://jackblun.github.io/Globalinc/


1990



2014



• Wealth creation & growth

• Environmental problems

• Inequality

• Unemployment & fluctuations

• Instability

• Schumpeterian rents, disequilibrium

• Social interactions / other-regarding preferences

• Economic rents, bargaining power, institutions

• Incomplete contracts in labour & credit markets

• Prices as information & dynamics of price-setting

Problems Key concepts new to Intro

If the new problems and questions are not an afterthought but at the front of the 
book, there will have to be some changes in the rest of the book… examples



• Game theory – Nash equilibrium, multiple equilibria
• Principal agent models
• Price-making and (economically productive) rent seeking
• Social preferences and norms
• Increasing returns, positive feedbacks
• Dynamics

This leads to a novel sequencing of the material taught … 
for example, teach game theory, social norms, institutions, and firms before markets

… and provides key foundations for understanding the aggregate economy by 
• beginning with heterogeneous agents through a set of principal-agent problems and 
• leading naturally to a model with involuntary unemployment and fluctuations, 

endogenous money and bubbles
• and where inequality is in the modelling framework’s DNA

Motivating learning by complex problems, we focus on actors, stressing



• Wealth creation & growth

• Environmental problems

• Inequality

• Unemployment & fluctuations

• Instability

• Schumpeterian rents, disequilibrium

• Social interactions / other-regarding preferences

• Economic rents, bargaining power, institutions

• Incomplete contracts in labour & credit markets

• Prices as information & dynamics of price-setting

Problems Key concepts new to Intro

If the new problems and questions are not an afterthought but at the front of the 
book, there will have to be some changes in the rest of the book… examples





Economic institutions are the rules of the 

game – who does what and who gets 

what on a pirate ship



Constitutions and contracts

Inequality in the division of the spoils: 

pirates and the Royal Navy

Connecting institutions to measurement of inequality
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• Introducing: a bargaining model, starring Angela and Bruno…

• People occupy different positions given by economic institutions: structural 
heterogeneity

• Interactions may be coerced or voluntary

• Where voluntary, there must be (at least weakly) mutual gains possible

• There is therefore a conflict over the distribution of the mutual gains

• Theory and data: Operation Barga (land tenure conflicts and reforms) in India

A simple parable illustrates basic concepts for the study of inequality



Scenario The Model: 

Angela and Bruno’s interaction

Real-world examples

A Independence: Angela works the land on her own, 
and everything she produces is hers.

Independent farmers with access to land (either free, or 
because they own it) have been common in history ever since 
farming began. 

B Rule of force: Slavery. There is a second person, who 
does not farm, but is able to take some of the harvest. 
He is called Bruno. Bruno is heavily armed, and 
Angela is, effectively, his slave. 

Also common throughout history: slavery and other forms of 
coerced labour in mines and plantations was the basis of much 
of the economy of North and South America after the arrival of 
Europeans. It persists today – among domestic workers and 
prostitutes – though in most countries illegally. The UK’s 
Modern Slavery Act was passed in 2015.

C Property rights and the rule of law: Laws protect 
Angela from coercion but give Bruno ownership of 
the land. If she wants to farm his land, she must 
agree, for example, to pay him some part of the 
harvest. But she has the right to say no. He has to 
make her an offer that she will accept. 

In manufacturing, farming, and other kinds of work, owners of 
land and other capital goods employ workers, or make their 
land available to the landless for rent, a common arrangement 
today and for thousands of years. The sharecropping in Bengal 
in India is an example.

D Property rights, the rule of law, and the right to vote:  
the rules of the game are a bit more in Angela’s 
favour. She and her fellow farmers achieve the right to 
vote and legislation is passed that increases Angela’s 
claim on the harvest.

Capitalism and democracy in the 20th century and today. 
Operation Barga in Bengal changed the rules and was the result 
of political pressure in a democracy.

How do institutions matter?



Figure 5.6. Economically feasible allocations when exchange is voluntary.
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Bargaining in practice: A land tenure reform in West Bengal reduced the Gini coefficient
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Evaluation: every economic transaction involves both 
mutual gains & conflicts of interest 



A Rawlsian question (used throughout)



• The firm as a social organization

• People in different positions have differing (both common and conflicting) interests: 
structural heterogeneity

• Employment makes possible mutual gains and entails a conflict over their distribution

• The labour contract is incomplete: effort on the job cannot be enforced by a court

• How differences in unemployment affect the worker’s fallback position and hence the 
wage and the effort level 

• Theory and data: Why workers speed up when the economy slows down (evidence)

We then apply this framework to the modern firm



Figure 6.1. The firm’s actors and its decision-making and information structures.
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The conflicts of interest in the firm



A principal agent problem …
• entails conflicts of interest
• arises when information is asymmetric because actions are hidden from principal / not 

verifiable in court
→ incomplete contracts 
→market failures are ubiquitous
→ institutions and social norms matter

In the labour market, …

What is the conflict of interest over? 
What is left out of the contract?

Employer Employee

Actors & their interactions – a foundation for understanding the 
aggregate economy



Work effort is not contractually enforceable: An  employee’s best response to the wage. 
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Figure 6.5. The employer’s indifference curves: isocost lines for effort.
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Figure 6.6. The employer sets the wage to minimise the cost of effort.
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Figure 6.7. The best response curve depends on the level of unemployment and the 
unemployment benefit.
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Theory and data: Edward Lazear et. al. on why workers speed up when 
the economy slows down



From conflicts within the firm to economy-wide unemployment and 
inequality

• The model of  the firm gives us an economy-wide wage curve 

• This is the basis of later macroeconomic model: goodbye to the micro-macro 
schizophrenia 

• Theory and data: the US wage curve

• The labour market, the Lorenz curve and income inequality. 

• Evaluation: efficiency and fairness. 
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Figure 9.6. A wage-setting curve estimated 
for the United States economy (1979-2013). 

Micro ➔Macro➔ Data



Figure 9.16. The distribution of income at labour market equilibrium. (right panel)

Micro ➔Macro➔ Inequality



→ Heterogeneous agents, credit-constrained households, and multiplier effects in 

the aggregate economy 

Aggregate demand and fluctuations – a second principal-agent problem

Lender Borrower
(Units 10 

and 12)

Employer Employee



Cyclical unemployment and aggregate demand – using the model of the 
price-setting firm

The problem: demand-deficient 

unemployment at B

Solution #1. Use aggregate demand policies Solution #2. Rely on downward price and wage flexibility



Why is inflation falling?



Inequality in the aggregate economy – using Lorenz curves
The effect of an increase in the degree of competition

Lower unemployment and higher real wage in equilibrium A lower Gini coefficient



Government and central bank as actors – using constrained optimization
Read more here 

on the CORE blog

Policymaker’s 
best outcome



In both cases the agent has an incentive to 
take on too much risk
This is an external effect because the costs 
are borne by others (the principal) 
→ Bank failures and the need for regulation

And a third principal-agent problem to analyze bank risk-taking

Lender Borrower

Employer Employee

Government 
& central 

bank
Banks

Leverage of US and UK banks



• Wealth creation & growth

• Environmental problems

• Inequality

• Unemployment & fluctuations

• Instability

• Schumpeterian rents, disequilibrium

• Social interactions / other-regarding preferences

• Rents, bargaining power, institutions

• Incomplete contracts in labour & credit markets

• Prices as information & dynamics of price-setting

Problems Key concepts new to Intro

If the new problems and questions are at the front of the book there will have to 
be some changes in the rest of the book…examples.



Learn tools that can be applied to different problems in the real world
A bubble in the housing market An environmental tipping point 

Price of housing, t



A paradigm in economics has to take a position on

Benchmark Econ 101 CORE, and contemporary economics

• What the economy is Static, self-
contained system

• What people are like Homo economicus

• How we interact in the 
economy

Perfectly 
competitive markets

• The economic outcomes of 
these interactions

Static and ‘optimal’

• How these are to be 
evaluated

Unexploited mutual 
gains

• How they may be improved 
by public policy

Limited to narrowly 
defined market 
failures



A paradigm in economics has to take a position on

Benchmark Econ 101 CORE, and contemporary economics

• What the economy is Static, self-
contained system

Always-changing process embedded in 
society & biosphere

• What people are like Homo economicus Also, have social preferences, respond 
to norms; are principals and agents

• How we interact in the 
economy

Perfectly 
competitive markets

Also, price-making, strategic and non-
market interactions associated with 
static & dynamic economic rents

• The economic outcomes of 
these interactions

Static and ‘optimal’ Include dynamic responses and 
pervasive external effects 

• How these are to be 
evaluated

Unexploited mutual 
gains

Also, fairness

• How they may be improved 
by public policy

Limited to narrowly 
defined market 
failures

Of central concern



Strategic interaction

Aggregate demand

Information is scarce and local 

Samuelson 1948
= Marshall + Keynes

Back to problems, paradigms and texts: Samuelson incorporates aggregate demand



Strategic interaction

Aggregate demand

Information is scarce and local 

Back to: Problems, paradigms and texts 



Exit, voice, and loyalty in 
the economy, society & 
politics
Albert Hirschman
The Economy Unit 22

The entrepreneur, creative destruction
Joseph Schumpeter
The Economy Units 2, 16, 21

Social norms and managing common property
Elinor Ostrom
The Economy Units 4, 12, 20

Power, human motivation and organizations
Herbert Simon
The Economy Units 4, 5, 6, 20, 22

Instability and risk
Hyman Minsky
The Economy  Units 10, 17

Back to: Problems, paradigms and texts – integrating insights 



The CORE ebooks ALL FREE ONLINE AT www.core-econ.org

Replaces traditional Econ101
Micro and macro
Calculus supplements (Leibniz)
+ 6 capstone units 

Aimed at non-economics specialists
Public policy orientation
Undergrad or public policy masters

Hands-on step-by-step data handling 
and analysis projects
Using Excel or R
Linked to ESPP (& The Economy)



What’s new from the CORE team? ALL FREE ONLINE AT www.core-econ.org
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